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	NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress), 9781430216360 (1430216360), Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and proven IDE in Ruby and Rails. Who would’ve thought a Java IDE could do Ruby and Rails?


	Published with the developer in mind, firstPress technical briefs explore emerging technologies that have the potential to be critical for tomorrow's industry. Apress keeps developers one step ahead by presenting key information as early as possible in a PDF of 150 pages or less. Explore the future through Apress with NetBeans™ Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby, an officially endorsed NetBeans project book, which is for Ruby and Rails programmers who want to take advantage of the NetBeans IDE to facilitate their Ruby and/or Rails web application development.

	
		Shows you how to use the NetBeans IDE 6.5 in the Ruby and Rails development processes
	
		Gives you in–depth information to help you configure the working environment for your specific Ruby interpreter, application server, and database server
	
		Showcases the NetBeans features that enhance your productivity from project creation, to editing, debugging, and testing



	Authors Chris Kutler and Brian Leonard work closely with both the developers of the NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE project and the user community. The authors’ in–depth knowledge of the numerous product features, in addition to an understanding of how the community uses the product to meet their development practices, enables them to present you the essential information necessary to efficiently and effectively use the tools of this IDE.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Getting a fully functional Ruby on Rails environment up and running with a single product installation
	
		Abandoning the command line for all things Rails: project creation, GEM installation, etc.
	
		Working with all facets of your project—source code, databases, web servers—from a single environment
	
		Debugging Ruby code interactively, even the Ruby on Rails source code, to really understand what the Rails framework is doing
	
		Running Ruby applications on the Java VM and deploying Rails applications to Java servlet containers such as GlassFish and Tomcat



	Who this book is for


	This officially endorsed NetBeans project book is for Ruby and Rails programmers who want to take advantage of the NetBeans IDE to facilitate their Ruby and/or Rails web application development.
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Entity Framework 4 in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Yatta, we did it! We wrote a book about Entity Framework! It’s not our first book, but
	it’s the first one written in English and distributed worldwide. It was a great challenge,
	but having the opportunity to spread the word about Entity Framework made it worth
	the effort. Entity Framework is a great tool that speeds up the...


		

Data-Warehouse-Systeme kompakt: Aufbau, Architektur, Grundfunktionen (Xpert.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	In dem Buch werden Data-Warehouse-Systeme als einheitliche, zentrale, vollständige, historisierte und analytische IT-Plattform untersucht und ihre Rolle für die Datenanalyse und für Entscheidungsfindungsprozesse dargestellt. Dabei behandelt der Autor die einzelnen Komponenten, die für den Aufbau, die Architektur und den...


		

Drupal 7 Multilingual SitesPackt Publishing, 2012


	Recent estimates show at least 1.5 million websites run on Drupal, which calculates

	to roughly two percent of all sites. Drupal is used to create personal, business,

	government, and educational websites including high-profile ones such as

	whitehouse.gov, duke.edu, and economist.com. Drupal adoption is following

	a very positive...




	

Practical DMX Queries for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008McGraw-Hill, 2010

	250+ Ready-to-Use, Powerful DMX Queries


	Transform data mining model information into actionable business intelligence using the Data Mining Extensions (DMX) language. Practical DMX Queries for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008 contains more than 250 downloadable DMX queries you can use to extract and visualize...


		

Droid X2: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2011

	
		Droid X2 has more power and better graphics than its predecessor, but it still doesn’t offer a printed guide to its amazing features. This Missing Manual helps you dig deep into everything Droid X2 can do. Learn how to shop, keep in touch, play with photos, listen to music, and even do some work. Unleash the power of this...



		

Free Radicals in Biology and MedicineOxford University Press, 2015

	Free Radicals in Biology and Medicine has become a classic text in the field of free radical and antioxidant research. Now in its fifth edition, the book has been comprehensively rewritten and updated whilst maintaining the clarity of its predecessors. Two new chapters discuss 'in vivo' and 'dietary' antioxidants, the first...
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